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The Process Frame
Vandalism, Removal, Re‐Siting, 

Destruction

Erika Doss

The meaning of public art is often equivocal and unresolved: it is neither inherent nor 
eternal but processual, dependent on a variety of cultural and social relationships and 
subject to the volatile intangibles of multiple publics and their fluctuating interests 
and preferences. Consequently public art that contradicts, violates, or condemns 
 present concerns and beliefs may be defaced and despoiled. Some works may be 
removed, re‐sited, dismantled, or destroyed. This chapter examines the dilemma of 
public art’s permanence, particularly when it embodies values or supports beliefs no 
longer considered viable. Focusing on both historical and contemporary examples, it 
contextualizes how and why public art is sometimes vandalized and removed, and 
provides a theoretical overview of the subject asking: What are the ethical and political 
conditions of public art’s damage and destruction? Do such acts constitute public 
 dissent? Is it legitimate to “erase” aberrant historical memories? What are the alterna-
tives to the defacement and destruction of public art? Part of the process of theorizing 
public art, and developing a critical vocabulary that frames the arguments and issues 
most pertinent to the field, includes defining relevant meta‐terms or keywords. 
Following the lead of British cultural studies scholar Raymond Williams, and his pio-
neering analysis of the shifting meanings and uses of language systems over time 
(1976), this chapter focuses on certain keywords that specifically address the dilemma 
of public art’s permanence: vandalism, removal, re‐siting, and destruction.

Vandalism: Public Art’s Vulnerability

Derived from the Vandals, a Germanic tribe that ransacked the Roman Empire in the 
fifth century, the word “vandalisme” was coined in the 1790s to describe the destruc-
tion of art during the French Revolution. Vandalism is typically defined as the damage 
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and destruction of property: it is generally illegal and often viewed as a crime. Cultural 
vandalism more specifically refers to the damage and destruction of cultural property, 
such as public art. It is a conscious and often violent act driven by a variety of inten-
tions, explanations, and justifications  –  from feelings of rage and corresponding 
impulses to ruin and destroy, to more calculated responses related to the public 
expression of certain economic and political agendas. Vandalism ranges in style and 
technique: sculptures may be assaulted with beer bottles or paint‐filled balloons; 
murals may be marked up by spray paint or Sharpies, or completely painted over. The 
act can be both destructive and recuperative, or constitutive. Consider street art, for 
example, the unsanctioned public art practiced by figures such as Banksy and John 
Fekner. Some people view street art as vandalism, as the criminal degradation of prop-
erty. But this interpretation blurs distinctions between hastily executed graffiti tags 
and more deliberately calibrated public art projects that incorporate a variety of media 
(including stencils, stickers, posters, wheatpasting, yarn, mosaic tiles, and video) and 
just as many messages, most aimed at raising public consciousness about social and 
political issues. In this sense, street art reclaims and rejuvenates public spaces by invit-
ing dialogue about issues such as civic and social identity, property ownership, public 
expression, and modes of representation.

Whether street art or civic monument, prohibited, or approved, all public art is 
vulnerable: as public art it is exposed to the processual conditions and variable circum-
stances of public spaces, places, and audiences. Issues of duration are central to this 
vulnerability, beginning with the fact that public art is subject to wear and tear over 
time. Bronze and copper statues, for example, acquire layers of patina (verdigris), 
which ideally work as a cohesive protective barrier against corrosion and decay – and 
lend a weathered aesthetic that many viewers find especially appealing and romantic. 
Similarly the massive Cor‐Ten steel sculptures by Richard Serra are distinguished by a 
rich brown or reddish coating of oxidized crystals that emerges after a period of expo-
sure to the elements, and helps prevent deeper structural rusting. Yet environmental 
hazards such as industrial pollution (most notably acid rain, or an increased sulfur 
dioxide content in rain water), chlorinated water, bird and animal droppings, sun-
light, heat, and dirt can create damaging effects on metal sculptures including discol-
oration, streaking, and even pitting. If uneven patterns of oxidation are left untreated 
on outdoor sculptures serious corrosion can occur.

Public art in any medium is at risk when placed outside: stone and cement monu-
ments chip and crumble; wood and rope sculptures (such as Jackie Winsor’s anti‐form 
pieces) rot and fall apart; painted murals fade and peel; and fiberglass sculptures 
(works made with composite plastic fiberglass reinforced polyester, or GRP) discolor, 
turn chalky, and develop mold growths when exposed to sunlight and water. Electronic 
media projects – those featuring audio, video, digital, Web based and time based com-
ponents such as the thousands of computer‐controlled LEDs (light‐emitting diodes) 
affixed to the San Francisco/Oakland Bay Bridge by public artist Leo Villareal in 
2013 – are subject not just to environmental conditions but require frequent repair 
and replacement, especially given the rapid pace of emerging technologies. “We’re 
working on constantly shifting grounds,” observed Rudolf Frieling, a media arts cura-
tor at the San Francisco Museum of Art. “Whatever hardware, platform, or device 
we’re using is not going to be there tomorrow” (Frieling qtd. in Ryzik 2013: A1).

Public art’s maintenance and conservation is a growing concern. In 1989 Heritage 
Preservation: The National Institute of Conservation, and the Smithsonian American 
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Art Museum formed the partnership Save Outdoor Sculpture! (SOS) to document 
and improve conditions for public art across the United States. Their efforts included 
recruiting volunteers from scouting organizations, veterans groups, and student clubs 
to collect information for a comprehensive database of more than 32,000 outdoor 
sculptures in the United States. As a result, many examples of public art were redis-
covered and restored, and the civic investment in American cultural heritage was sig-
nificantly enhanced. The Getty Conservation Institute (GCI), which works to advance 
visual arts conservation practices on a global scale, has also taken a leadership role in 
the stewardship of public art. In recent years the GCI has developed new techniques 
and promoted new measures aimed at public art’s long‐term survival, including advo-
cating for annual maintenance and preventive conservation costs in the initial pro-
posal and development stages of public art projects (Smith McNally 2012).

Public art is perhaps most vulnerable to the constituency for which it is made: the 
public. Unlike most of the art housed and displayed in museums, public art is rarely 
protected by signs or by guards warning “do not touch,” or cordoned off to keep 
viewers at bay. Nor, usually, should it be: one of the main premises of public art is 
public engagement, which – by default – includes audience accessibility and interac-
tion. Still, the consequences of public contact can be dire. In October 1899 in 
Washington, D.C., Horatio Greenough’s statue of George Washington (1832–1841), 
then installed on the East Lawn of the US Capitol, suffered considerable damage 
(including cracking, scratching, and chipping) when enthusiastic crowds celebrating 
Admiral George Dewey’s recent victory in the Philippines climbed on top of the  
11‐foot marble sculpture to get a good view of the ceremonies. Today in Manhattan 
Robert Indiana’s iconic public sculpture Love, a 12‐foot freestanding piece made of 
Cor‐Ten steel painted glossy red that was installed on the corner of 6th Avenue and 
55th Street in 1971, is literally being loved to death by thousands of people who 
 regularly crawl on and inside its gigantic letters to pose for photo‐ops.

Vandalism: Treasure Taking/Treasure Making

By and large, these sorts of thoughtless physical interactions with public art are not 
acts of cultural vandalism nor, however damaging, are the environmental hazards that 
come from installing public art outdoors. Vandalism, rather, entails willful and mali-
cious defacement or destruction. Sometimes it takes the form of treasure or souvenir 
collecting. When the Liberty Bell, the revered icon of American freedom, went on 
tour to various fairs and expositions from the late 1890s through the 1910s, zealous 
viewers eager to acquire a patriotic memento scraped and chiseled away some 25 
pounds of metal, about 1 percent of the bell’s total weight. Similarly, nineteenth‐
century visitors to the 7th U.S. Cavalry Monument, dedicated in 1881 at the site of 
the Battle of Little Bighorn (1876) in Crow Agency, Montana, chipped away so much 
of the granite edifice that an iron fence had to be erected around the monument for 
protection (Doss 2010: 331). However modest these individual acts of “treasure 
 vandalism,” damages accrued over time can significantly alter and ultimately destroy 
works of public art.

Treasure making is another kind of public art vandalism. As prices for copper, plati-
num, aluminum, and other metals have soared in recent years (largely because of their 
use in the manufacture of high‐tech electronic goods) thefts of metal based public art 
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have similarly skyrocketed: up 500% in England alone from 2006 through 2009. 
Bronze sculptures (typically made of an alloy of 90 percent copper and 10 percent tin) 
have been particularly hard‐hit. In December 2005 Henry Moore’s Reclining Figure 
(1969–1970), a ten‐foot bronze valued at $4.6 million, was stolen from the grounds 
of the artist’s foundation in Much Hadham, Hertfordshire. Police determined that 
the 2‐ton figurative sculpture was chopped into pieces and sold as scrap metal for 
about $2,500, far less than its art market value. A spate of similarly high‐profile 
 outdoor public sculpture thefts followed: portions of Lynn Chadwick’s bronze sculp-
ture Three Watchers (1960) were stolen from Roehampton University in southwest 
London, and Barbara Hepworth’s Two Forms (Divided Circle; 1970) was stolen from 
London’s Dulwich Park. Both were presumably sold as scrap metal. This situation is 
hardly unique to Britain: metal theft targeting public art is an epidemic. In Athens 
more than ten bronze busts dedicated to modern Greeks and world celebrities were 
stolen from 2012 through 2013 (as were church bells and some 900 storm drains). In 
Toronto an enormous 11‐foot bronze statue of Ukrainian poet Taras Shevchenko, 
gifted to Canada in 1951 by the people of the Soviet Ukraine, was stolen from a pub-
lic park in 2006. In Beverly Hills in 2008 a six‐foot bronze statue of a gold miner, 
designed by Henry Lion and originally installed in the mid‐1920s, was removed from 
its pedestal in a public park and taken to a local scrap yard. In Atlanta more than half 
of the bronze plaques identifying public art commissioned for the 1996 Olympics 
were stolen. And in New Orleans in 2010 Louise Bourgeois’ public sculpture Eye 
Benches IV (2001), a gift from the artist to the city following Hurricane Katrina, was 
vandalized when thieves pried away bronze parts for their scrap metal value.

These examples of “profit vandalism,” or vandalizing public art for personal finan-
cial gain, parallel public art’s vandalism for national use. During times of war, for 
example, metal statuary may be melted down for re‐use as munitions (bronze turned 
into bullets). Metal recycling dates back thousands of years, and legions of armies 
have refashioned the statues of those they vanquished to create coins, weapons, and 
new statues. Throughout the twentieth century seizing cultural patrimony to support 
national war efforts was common. In Japan Buddhist temple bells and altar fittings 
were collected as scrap metal during World War II. Popular bronze statues were also 
melted down as war material: from statues of revered nineteenth‐century Japanese 
philosopher Ninomiya Sontoku in the guise of a virtuous schoolboy (installed in front 
of elementary schools throughout Japan), to Hachiko a beloved public statue of a 
loyal dog waiting for his master at Tokyo’s Shibuya Train Station (this statue was 
remade and reinstalled at the station in 1948). Likewise in the United States a 6,600‐
pound bronze statue titled The Genius of Connecticut, designed by American sculptor 
Randolph Rogers and placed atop the dome of Connecticut’s state capitol in 1879, 
was donated to a national scrap drive in 1942. And in France under the Vichy regime 
(1940–1944) as many as 1,750 bronze statues were seized, dismantled, and then 
shipped to Nazi Germany for the armaments industry. Kirrily Freeman explains that 
public art in wartime France was targeted for its metal value, not its symbolic signifi-
cance (2009). Contrary to postwar narratives about French resistance and German 
iconoclasm during World War II, Vichy officials initiated the destruction of and read-
ily consigned France’s bronze monuments and sculptures to the furnace in exchange 
for economic vouchers beneficial to the French State. By contrast, stone sculptures 
depicting Joan of Arc, the heroes of the French Revolution, and Napoleon went rela-
tively untouched. Even public monuments that directly challenged the Vichy regime 
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(such as statues honoring French soldiers who died in the Franco‐Prussian War or 
World War I) were left alone if made of stone because they lacked immediate economic 
utility for France’s wartime nominal government.

Symbolic Vandalism

Public art’s vulnerability to vandalism for reasons other than explicitly economic ones 
is extensive. Public art embodies what Pierre Bourdieu termed “symbolic capital,” or 
the value, utility, and power of both what it represents and the environment it occu-
pies (Bourdieu 1977: 114–120). Public art’s presence, and permanence, lends legiti-
macy to particular social, cultural, and political conditions. Hence when its symbolic 
capital is deemed untrustworthy or illegitimate public art itself may be attacked and 
vandalized, and even removed. This sort of “symbolic vandalism” falls into two cate-
gories: 1) state sponsored, or officially mandated acts of vandalism; and 2) individual 
or public acts of vandalism.

Examples of both categories of symbolic vandalism are plentiful. In March 2003, 
for example, US forces pulled down multiple statues of Saddam Hussein during the 
invasion of Iraq, including a large 40‐foot bronze figure in central Baghdad’s Firdos 
Square. While initial media accounts credited joyous Iraqis with the statue’s destruc-
tion, later reports showed that US soldiers (advised by US Army PSYOP or psycho-
logical operations personnel) destroyed it as a “target of opportunity” and made the 
vandalism look like a “spontaneous Iraqi undertaking” rather than a calculated 
 military action (Zucchino 2004: A28). In 2011 the government of Bahrain toppled 
the 300‐foot Pearl Monument in Manama, the capital city. Originally erected in 1982 
by the government itself as a symbol of national unity – or at least the unity of the 
Gulf Cooperation Council’s six‐member nations – during the Arab Spring the Pearl 
Monument became the defining symbol and chief rallying point of Bahrain’s pro‐
democracy, anti‐government movement. Recognizing its symbolic capital, the 
 government had it razed. At a news conference following the monument’s destruc-
tion Bahrain’s foreign minister remarked: “We did it to remove a bad memory. … The 
whole thing caused our society to be polarized. We don’t want a monument to a bad 
memory” (Sheik Khalid bin Ahmed al‐Khalifa qtd. in Bronner 2011: A10).

Public art’s symbolic vandalism by individuals and diverse publics is equally preva-
lent and wide‐ranging. Indeed one of the earliest public sculptures erected in the 
United States, a 4,000‐pound gilded lead equestrian statue of King George III that 
was gifted by the British government and placed in New York’s Bowling Green Park 
in 1770, was repeatedly vandalized by freedom seeking colonists who eventually 
pulled it down on July 9, 1776, shortly after a public reading of the Declaration of 
Independence. In Chicago a nine‐foot bronze statue paying tribute to policemen who 
were killed during the 1886 Haymarket Square labor rally was defaced (by unknown 
parties) soon after it was dedicated in 1889. In 1927 on the forty‐first anniversary of 
the labor rally, the statue was knocked down by a trolley car (some say deliberately by 
a pro‐labor, pro‐union driver); in 1969 and then again in 1970 the statue was dyna-
mited by members of the Weather Underground, a leftist political group that targeted 
government buildings and public memorials to protest US policy on the Vietnam 
War, among other issues. Elsewhere a bronze statue of Rodin’s The Thinker, installed 
on the grounds of the Cleveland Museum of Art, was bombed in 1970.
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Protests against public art are not always, of course, grounded in the oppositional 
politics of the disenfranchised or oppressed. Sometimes they are directed against the 
works themselves. In Berlin, for example, several Holocaust memorials have been 
repeatedly vandalized. The Memorial to the Murdered Jews of Europe, close to Berlin’s 
Brandenburg Gate, is a vast multi‐acre grid of gray stone pillars designed by American 
architect Peter Eisenman. It was dedicated in 2005 and has been defaced several times 
with swastikas (which are illegal in Germany). Nearby in Tiergarten Park vandals have 
also targeted a public memorial to homosexuals persecuted during the Holocaust. 
Designed by Scandinavian artists Michael Elmgreen & Ingar Dragset and dedicated 
in 2008, the memorial consists of a concrete monolith with a small window through 
which viewers can watch a video loop of a same‐sex couple kissing. The window has 
been smashed several times, presumably by protestors who view the memorial’s 
 symbolic capital as an affront to their personal social and political views.

Protests against Christopher Columbus have frequently erupted in recent decades 
and public artworks honoring him have been regularly vandalized. Much of this 
 symbolic vandalism stems from arguments over national foundational claims: over 
questions of “who founded America,” and thus who is entitled to its histories, memo-
ries, and futures. At the turn of the last century, Columbus was championed as the 
most important figure in the discovery of America, and memorialized in hundreds of 
public statues, busts, and fountains in both North and South America. Today he is 
debunked as an exploiter and Columbus iconoclasm is widespread.

In 1991 the Columbus Fountain at Union Station in Washington, D.C., designed 
by Lorado Taft and dedicated in 1912, was defaced with red paint; in 2002 it was 
targeted again and spray‐painted with the words “510 Years Oppression” and “510 
Years Resistance.” In March 2001 a man smashed a statue of Columbus in San Jose’s 
City Hall with a sledgehammer; a few months later a Columbus statue in Santa 
Barbara was beheaded and spray‐painted with the words “Tell children the truth” 
(Doss 2010: 323). In 1997 a 50‐foot statue of Columbus in Pittsburgh’s Schenley 
Park was tagged with the words “murderer” and “stolen lands”; in 2010 the statue’s 
base was tagged “butcher” and its hands were painted red. In 2011 a Columbus 
statue in downtown Syracuse was marked with the message “500 years genocide & 
imperialism, wake up.” In 2012 vandals spray‐painted the words “Indigenous 
Solidarity Day” on a Columbus statue erected in a public park in Hazleton, 
Pennsylvania. Since it was erected in Boston’s Christopher Columbus Park in the late 
1970s a marble statue of Columbus has been defaced at least seven times, and decapi-
tated twice. Likewise a Columbus statue erected along Seattle’s Waterfront Park, a 
gift from the city’s Italian‐American Club, has been repeatedly vandalized since it was 
installed in 1978. Nor is Columbus iconoclasm confined to the United States. In 
1992 statues of Columbus were vandalized in Mexico City and El Salvador. In 2004 
in Caracas demonstrators toppled a Columbus statue and dragged it through the 
streets during the Day of Indigenous Resistance, a Venezuelan national holiday since 
2002. “Just like the statue of Saddam in Baghdad,” one local website reported, “that 
of Columbus the tyrant also fell this October 12, 2004 in Caracas” (Doss 2010: 323).

As acts of iconoclasm (literally, the breaking of images), and hence as assaults on 
public art considered offensive and inappropriate, symbolic vandalism articulates 
struggles over state and self‐definition, especially during critical moments of civil war 
and regime change. The toppling of the statue of King George III in New York in 
1776, similar to the removal of statues of Communist Party figures in the former 
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Soviet Union in the 1990s, occurred during times of profound social and political 
transformation. Symbolic vandalism also corresponds to revised historical and politi-
cal narratives. When public art is seen as a symbol of disputed narratives of identity, 
ownership, legitimacy, belonging, or control, it is vulnerable to acts of symbolic 
vandalism.

Symbolic Vandalism and Monuments 
to the Southern Confederacy

The description of symbolic vandalism above helps to explain the recent surge in the 
American South of the vandalism of numerous Confederate monuments: public art 
that honors the rebel armies and racist politics of the secessionist Southern Confederacy. 
Although the South was defeated in the US Civil War (1861–1865) thousands of 
memorials dedicated to the Confederate States of America (CSA) were built in the 
decades after the war and many are still extant today. These range from granite shafts 
and stone sculptures featuring Confederate soldiers that were erected in city parks and 
town squares, to towering bronze statues of Confederate heroes such as General 
Robert E. Lee and Jefferson Davis (the president of the CSA) that were installed 
along Monument Avenue in Richmond, Virginia, in the late nineteenth and early 
twentieth centuries. Today these highly visible public commemorations of the 
Confederacy are often targeted in symbolic acts of vandalism.

In 2004, for example, on Martin Luther King, Jr. Day (an American federal holiday 
since 1986), the pedestal of the Lee monument in Richmond (originally erected in 
1890) was tagged with the words “Death to Nazis” and “Happy Birthday MLK.” 
Later that year a Confederate memorial in Charleston, South Carolina, was spray‐
painted with the words “Kill Whitey” and “genocidal,” and tagged with symbols of 
anarchy. In 2007 the faces and hands of Southern soldiers featured in Alabama’s 
Confederate Monument, dedicated on the grounds of the state capitol in Montgomery 
in 1898, were painted black and the inscription “N.T. 11 11 31” was tagged on the 
monument’s pedestal. For weeks reporters and police struggled to decode the mean-
ing of the spray‐painted inscription in the pages of the New Testament until someone 
figured out that the letters and numbers actually referenced the execution of Nat 
Turner, an American slave who was hanged on November 11, 1831 for having led a 
slave rebellion in Virginia. In 2011 the statues of Lee and Davis on Richmond’s 
Monument Avenue were tagged with the words “No Hero,” and handmade wooden 
plaques commemorating nineteenth‐century slave uprisings and twentieth‐century 
civil rights activists were attached to the metal fences surrounding them. In 2012 
several Confederate monuments in New Orleans were tagged “For Treyvon Martin” 
and “For Wendell Allen,” referencing two unarmed African American teenagers who 
were murdered that year in Florida and Louisiana respectively.

Also in 2012 in Selma, Alabama, a memorial bust of slave dealer, Civil War general 
and Ku Klux Klan “Grand Wizard” Nathan Bedford Forrest was stolen from its 
 pedestal in the Confederate Circle of the city’s Old Live Oak Cemetery. Selma is 
remembered today for its central role in the American Civil Rights movement, includ-
ing symbolic marches led by Martin Luther King, Jr., and other activists from the city 
to Montgomery in 1965. Selma’s sculpture of Forrest, a bronze bust mounted on a 
seven‐foot stone base, clearly called into question that historical memory. 
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Commissioned by Selma City Council member Cecil Williamson (an openly racist 
member of the hate group League of the South), the memorial was originally installed 
in 2000 in front of a city building, just five days before Selma’s first African American 
mayor, James Perkins, took office. People immediately protested against the memo-
rial, which was repeatedly defaced. In 2001 it was re‐sited to the city cemetery where, 
11 years later, it was stolen.

Some Selma citizens advised the city to restore the sculpture and the Sons of 
Confederate Veterans, self‐described guardians of Southern Confederate heritage, 
offered a $40,000 reward for the bust’s return. Many other people, however, 
demanded that there should be no public art honoring Forrest anywhere in Selma and 
an online petition with some 69,000 signatures was sent to the Selma City Council 
supporting this opinion. Heated public debates  –  what reporters called 
“Klantroversy” – soon erupted. “Glorifying Nathan B. Forrest here is like glorifying a 
Nazi in Germany,” remarked Rose Sanders, a Selma lawyer and local radio host. “For 
Selma, of all places, to have a big monument to a Klansman is totally unacceptable” 
(Rose Sanders qtd. in Brown 2012: A13). In 2012 a lawsuit was filed against the city 
for halting the sculpture’s restoration. In 2014 the city settled the dispute by giving 
the land on which the memorial bust had been located to the United Daughters of 
the Confederacy (UDC), a Confederate heritage group.

Groups like the Sons of Confederate Veterans and the UDC call the vandalism of 
Confederate memorials “heritage violation,” and demand that it be prosecuted as a 
hate crime against white Southerners. They presume that the symbolic vandalism of 
public art commemorating Confederate “heritage” is a “black on white” crime 
although in Montgomery, for example, the vandals who spray‐painted the statues of 
Confederate soldiers black and referenced Nat Turner were three white teenagers. As 
historian David Lowenthal explains, the “creed of heritage” is an historical fiction that 
“thrives on ignorance and error” and “falsified legacies” (1998: 7, 11). Neo‐
Confederates argue that Confederate memorials represent “heritage not hate” and 
should have the right to occupy public space as “historically neutral” symbols of 
Southern cultural identity. Yet they ignore (or refuse to acknowledge) that that “herit-
age” is framed by the secessionist South’s defense of slavery and its racism, which is 
why public art dedicated to the Confederacy is repeatedly, and increasingly, vandal-
ized in the United States today.

Symbolic Vandalism and “Semiotic Disobedience”

Public art may also be vandalized for random reasons such as sheer boredom or 
drunkenness, but its symbolic capital often determines its vulnerability to vandalism. 
Public art is defaced and despoiled when the histories and ideologies it embodies, 
such as the Southern Confederacy’s racist violation of human rights, are deemed ille-
gitimate and invalid. Rather than being perceived as wanton acts of destruction, acts 
of symbolic vandalism may signal revisionist intentions and represent sociopolitical 
challenges to the standard or sanctioned stories that public art often tells. 
Anthropologist Alfred Gell argued that iconoclasm was a form of artistic agency 
(1998: 65). Likewise Michael Taussig sees the defacement of cultural property as a 
kind of vengeful truth telling, a way of unmasking the secrets that lie at the core of 
power. “Defacement is like Enlightenment,” he writes. “It brings insides out, 
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unearthing knowledge, and revealing mystery” (1999: 3). For these theorists the 
symbolic vandalism of public art is a transgressive act aimed at unveiling and destabi-
lizing official narratives and practices of dominant political power and authority.

The symbolic vandalism of a public statue of Juan de Oñate in Alcalde, New Mexico, 
can be understood in these terms. Venerated by many Southwestern Latinos as a 
heroic founding father, Oñate was a sixteenth‐century conquistador and the leader of 
a colonizing expedition of Spanish soldiers and their families who, in 1598, estab-
lished the first European settlement west of the Mississippi. Celebrated as the 
Southwest’s first territorial governor, Oñate is further acknowledged for forging a 
trade route between Mexico City and Santa Fe. In 1994 he was commemorated with 
a 12‐foot bronze sculpture by Reynaldo Rivera that depicts the Spanish explorer 
astride a spirited horse and clad in full battle armor, a pose modeled after the bronze 
equestrian statue of Marcus Aurelius in the Piazza del Campidoglio in Rome. Erected 
on a hilltop facing a busy state road, Rivera’s statue was placed in front of the Oñate 
Monument Resource and Visitor Center in Rio Arriba County, which is dedicated to 
promoting the region’s Hispanic heritage.

Many Southwestern Native Americans, however, vilify Oñate as a brutal conqueror 
who destroyed Pueblo villages and sacred spaces during his conquest of Indian lands 
for New Spain, and who punished Pueblo warriors who resisted his authority by 
 cutting off their right feet. In 1998 the right foot of the Oñate statue was cut off and 
a note declaring “fair is fair” was left behind. In a statement sent to local newspapers 
the perpetrators avowed:

We took the liberty of removing Oñate’s right foot on behalf of our brothers and 
sisters of Acoma Pueblo. This was done in commemoration of his 400th year anni-
versary acknowledging his unasked for exploitation of our land. We see no glory in 
celebrating Oñate’s fourth centennial, and we do not want our faces rubbed in it. If 
you must speak of his expedition, speak the truth in all its entirety. We will be 
 melting his foot down and casting small medallions to be sold to those who are 
historically ignorant. (Doss 2010: 313)

Responding to the Oñate statue’s symbolic representation of Spanish colonial land 
claims and foundational myths, the perpetrators defaced it to expose the flaws in 
regional historical memory, and to destabilize that authority today. Their symbolic 
vandalism was quickly countered: Rivera recast and reinstalled the statue’s bronze 
foot. Still when Albuquerque officials proposed an Oñate memorial a few years later, 
angry debate ensued with anti‐Oñate protestors flocking to public hearings with signs 
reading “Oñate? My foot!”

As a form of public discourse, vandalism has never been viewed as “legitimate 
speech under the laws of property, intellectual property, or First Amendment theory” 
in the United States. (Defacing the US flag, however, is protected by the US Supreme 
Court as free speech.) Instead, writes Sonia Katyal (2006: 501), acts of vandalism “are 
viewed purely through the lens of criminal conduct, a label that excises them of any 
symbolic or expressive value”. Vandals are typically viewed as property “out-
laws” – criminals who intentionally transgress laws pertaining to and upholding prop-
erty ownership. By extension, the vandalism of public art is viewed as an assault on 
cultural property. But as Naomi Mezey contends, “the idea of property has so colo-
nized the idea of culture that there is not much culture left in cultural property” 
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(2007: 2005). The “propertizing” of culture, in other words, holds that public 
art  –  and other forms of public culture  –  basically constitutes owned, fixed, and 
unchanging property, and as such is subject to the protection of property laws. This 
static view of property, and of culture, discounts more creative and efficacious under-
standings of public art. As a catalyst for public dialogue, for example, public art is 
 typically unfixed and unresolved: it is processual. It constitutes, and is constituted by, 
the ever‐changing processes and dynamics of the public sphere, including vandalism.

Kaytal suggests that symbolic vandalism is a form of “semiotic disobedience” or 
public expression through acts of public disobedience. Evolving from media scholar 
John Fiske’s concept of “semiotic democracy,” whereby television audiences resist 
and reinterpret what they watch as a means to gain agency and challenge dominant 
meanings, semiotic disobedience “draws attention to disenfranchised types of expres-
sion” (Kaytal 2006: 489, 498). Elevating speech  –  or cultural expression  –  over 
 cultural property, the framework and goal of semiotic disobedience is public protest. 
As such it is typically at odds with legalistic understandings of public culture.

In 1974, for example, in Santa Fe Plaza, someone chiseled off the word “savage” 
inscribed on a 33‐foot granite obelisk, a Civil War memorial dedicated to the “heroes 
who have fallen in the various battles with savage Indians.” Like the symbolic vandal-
ism of Confederate statues, this act of semiotic disobedience aimed to expose how 
certain kinds of public speech – from the words inscribed on public memorials to the 
memorials themselves – are legally protected in the United States while others are not. 
Interestingly the word “savage” was never re‐carved, nor was the monument itself 
removed, despite a unanimous vote to do so by the Santa Fe City Council in 1973. 
When the National Park Service threatened to withhold funds for the Plaza’s restora-
tion if the public memorial was removed, the City Council backed down. But a new 
plaque was added to the granite obelisk reading:

Monument texts reflect the character of the times in which they are written and the 
temper of those who wrote them. This monument was dedicated in 1868 near the 
close of a period of intense strife which pitted northerner against southerner, Indian 
against white, Indian against Indian. Thus, we see on this monument, as in other 
records, the use of such terms as ‘savage’ and ‘rebel’. Attitudes change and preju-
dices hopefully dissolve.

Vandalism: The Prada Marfa Story

Artists and publics often hold oppositional understandings of public art as cultural 
property versus public art as a vehicle for public expression. Consider Prada Marfa, a 
contemporary public art installation by Michael Elmgreen and Ingar Dragset that was 
dedicated in West Texas in 2005. Located just off US Route 90, about 26 miles from 
Marfa, a small ranching town that has become an international center for contempo-
rary art (due in large part to Donald Judd’s Chinati Foundation), the 15 × 25‐foot 
installation mimics the façade of a Prada store, complete with large windows displaying 
tastefully arranged rows of high end handbags and high heeled shoes and exterior signage 
reading “Prada Marfa.” At night the interior of the fake store is lit up impressively – a 
haute couture beacon in a remote desert. Built with biodegradable adobe‐like 
material the installation was designed to erode over time, dissolving into its vast, 
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drought‐ridden, and mostly unpeopled surroundings as an ironic comment on the 
vagaries of fashion and the unchecked growth of western materialism.

Clever ideas about disposable wealth and naïve notions of peaceful natural dissolu-
tion have been challenged, however, by real time, real life public interaction with the 
project. Assaulted by bullets and graffiti, including a tag by New York street artist Jim 
Joe, Prada Marfa has experienced its share of vandalism in the high plains landscape 
of West Texas. In 2014 former San Francisco Art Institute student Joseph Magnano 
decided to advance what he called Prada Marfa’s “true vision” of “decay” by paint-
ing it light blue, plastering its windows with posters and stickers for TOMS (a shoe 
company that promotes the idea of consumer paternalism to solve social ills), and 
leaving a statement with the words “cultural gate keepers” at the front door (Magnano 
qtd. in Vartanian 2014). In an “Open Letter to the Art World” Magnano explained 
that he deliberately chose Prada Marfa as his “canvas” to “install a piece of public art 
relevant to contemporary culture within our current time frame, both globally and in 
America.” His aim, he said, was to test whether or not “real open dialog” was possible 
in contemporary public art (Magnano qtd. in Simek 2014).

Prada Marfa was built in collaboration with Ballroom Marfa (a non‐profit art 
center in Marfa) and the Art Production Fund (APF; a non‐profit group based in 
New York that funds large‐scale public art installations). Shortly after it first appeared 
on US Route 90 and was first vandalized, APF co‐founder Yvonne Force‐Villareal 
remarked: “If someone sprays graffiti or a cowboy decides to use it as target practice 
or maybe a mouse or a muskrat makes a home in it, 50 years from now it will be a ruin 
that is a reflection of the time it was made” (Yvonne Force‐Villareal qtd. in Haines 
2011). Elmgreen and Dragset disagree. While Prada Marfa’s vandalism might be 
seen as an accelerated form of its intended attrition, or an act of semiotic disobedi-
ence, the artists insist that it is a violation of their cultural property. They restore the 
installation each time it is vandalized: stolen handbags and shoes are restocked, graffiti 
tags are sandblasted away, bulletproof glass windows and surveillance cameras have 
been installed. In 2011 Elmgreen announced that he and Dragset were considering 
donating Prada Marfa to a less “disrespectful” public, or removing it entirely:

If the county and the populations of Marfa and Valentine [another town nearby] 
don’t think it is worth it to protect the work and actively take over the responsibility 
of it in the future, it might be necessary for us to reconsider the situation and maybe 
tear down the little but now rather famous building because it is even worse if it just 
stands there over sprayed with graffiti and bullet holes in its windows and looks like 
a ruin. (Michael Elmgreen qtd. in Haines 2011)

Removal and Re‐Siting

James Loewen, in his book Lies Across America: What Our Historic Sites Get Wrong 
(1999), lists his “top 20” public art candidates for removal in the United States. These 
include Chicago’s policeman memorial and numerous public statues dedicated to the 
Southern Confederacy and the Ku Klux Klan. Interestingly Loewen does not recommend 
removing Alcalde’s bronze statue of Juan de Oñate, but he does suggest “re‐maiming it” 
to inspire public dialogue among New Mexico’s Native, Hispanic, and Anglo populations 
about issues of historical memory and regional identity (1999: 460–467).
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Public art is removed for many of the same reasons it is vandalized, from treasure 
taking and treasure making to protests against its symbolic capital. Perhaps the best 
known and most notorious example of public art removal is that of Tilted Arc, a large 
site specific Cor‐Ten steel sculpture (120‐feet‐long and 12‐feet‐tall) that the US 
General Services Administration (GSA) Arts‐in‐Architecture Program (AiA) commis-
sioned from Richard Serra and installed in Manhattan’s Federal Plaza in 1981. In the 
spirit of semiotic democracy Serra designed Tilted Arc to circumvent the plaza’s 
 ordinary traffic flow and provoke questions about the actual conditions of public 
movement and agency among the thousands of office workers and pedestrians who 
regularly passed through the site. Instead, Tilted Arc sparked a good deal of negative 
response from those who found it ugly, intimidating, and inconvenient, and from 
 others who still used it as a springboard for politically motivated campaigns against 
public funding for the arts. After “public hearings” about whether the sculpture 
should stay or go, a GSA‐appointed panel recommended Tilted Arc’s removal.

Of course, the site specificity of certain public art projects may prohibit their 
removal. This was a major factor in terms of re‐siting Tilted Arc to a different loca-
tion. As Serra argued the public sculpture was commissioned as “a site‐specific work 
and as such is not to be relocated. To remove the work is to destroy the work” (Serra 
1994: 194). Citing breach of contract Serra appealed the sculpture’s removal in 
 federal district court but lost. On the evening of March 15, 1989, in a transparent act 
of legally mandated symbolic vandalism, Tilted Arc was cut up into five parts and 
carted off the site.

Public art is typically removed when it is deemed offensive by various publics. This 
was certainly the case with a seven‐foot bronze statue of Penn State University  football 
coach Joe Paterno, accused of covering up a sexual abuse scandal. Seeking to distance 
the institution from the disgraced coach (and under pressure from increasingly 
incensed publics who responded to the scandal by, among other things, flying a 
 banner over the campus reading “take the statue down or we will”), university  officials 
ordered its removal from the campus in 2012.

Public art’s “offensive” status may further stem from feelings that it is obtrusive or 
irrelevant. Public sculptures in the US Capitol’s National Statuary Hall Collection are 
often removed today because they are considered historically insignificant, or out of 
step with contemporary political views. Each US state is allowed to contribute two 
statues to the collection and since 2000, when Congress voted to allow states to 
“swap out” their statues (and thereby redistribute their symbolic capital), many have 
opted to remove less recognized and sometimes controversial figures. California 
removed its statue of Thomas Starr King, a Civil War era Unitarian minister and politi-
cian, and replaced it with one of Ronald Reagan. Kansas exchanged a statue of little 
known governor George Washington Glick for a bronze of Dwight Eisenhower, the 
nation’s thirty‐fourth president. In 2009 Ohio citizens voted to replace a statue of 
William Allen, a nineteenth‐century Congressman who supported slavery, with one of 
American inventor Thomas Edison.

Public art may also be removed when its aesthetic style is considered offensive or 
outmoded, or its subject matter is deemed inappropriate. In 1982 Michael Spafford’s 
mural Twelve Labors of Hercules was removed from the Washington State Capitol after 
legislators condemned its abstract form and “obscene” sexual overtones. In 2011 the 
governor of Maine ordered the removal of The Maine Labor History Mural, an 11‐
panel public art project designed by Judy Taylor and installed in the lobby of the State 
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Capitol’s Department of Labor building in 2008. Governor Paul LePage complained 
that the mural’s depiction of the state’s labor movement was not in keeping with his 
administration’s “pro‐business” agenda. Certain murals painted under the New Deal 
era’s federal arts programs have also been judged unacceptable in recent decades 
because their depictions of Native Americans, African Americans, and women, among 
others, are now viewed as racist and sexist stereotypes. In 1995, for example, a New 
Deal mural titled Map of the World (originally painted by Mildred Waltrip in 1938) 
was removed from an Oak Park, Illinois, elementary school when parents and teachers 
objected to its representation of Africans wearing loincloths and carrying spears.

The processual conditions of public art are such that what is considered acceptable 
in one historical era may well be found intolerable in another. The GSA, which is the 
designated federal steward for the New Deal’s public art collections today, was forced 
to address this issue when strong objections were raised about the representation of 
Native Americans in several New Deal murals located in the Ariel Rios Federal Building 
in Washington, D.C. One of these, Frank Mechau’s 1937 Dangers of the Mail, features 
scenes of American Indians attacking stagecoaches and scalping naked white women. 
Originally installed when the building was the headquarters of the US Post Office, 
Mechau’s mural now occupies the lobby of the Environmental Protection Agency with 
a nationwide staff that includes hundreds of American Indians. Dangers of the Mail was 
actually the source of considerable controversy when it was first unveiled, but for rea-
sons pertaining to Mechau’s depiction of nude women more than his depiction of 
bloodthirsty Native Americans (Marling 1982: 249–259). Responding to recent 
demands for the mural’s removal the GSA held public hearings and in 2013 announced 
that it will build a screen to mask it, allowing viewers who want to see it the opportu-
nity to do so, and hiding it from those who do not. The screen will include interpretive 
informational panels on the mural, and the controversies  surrounding it.

Sometimes public art is removed to protect it from environmental hazards. In 
Rome, for example, the ancient bronze equestrian statue of Marcus Aurelius was 
removed from the Piazza del Campidoglio in 1981 after centuries of outdoor expo-
sure; today it is on display in the Capitoline Museum and the statue standing in the 
Piazza is a modern replica. In the United States, the nation’s oldest extant Civil War 
memorial, erected in late 1861 on a battlefield near Munfordville, Kentucky, was re‐
sited at the Frazier History Museum in Louisville. In both cases the fragility of sculp-
tures installed outdoors for long periods of time required their removal to safer, 
climate controlled conditions. In other instances public art is removed to protect it 
from vandalism. In 1899 Augustus Saint‐Gaudens’ The Puritan, a large bronze statue 
installed in 1887 in a small urban park in Springfield, Massachusetts, was removed to 
a location about a mile away: up a hill near other cultural amenities, and beyond the 
reach of youthful vandals who disputed the statue’s symbolic authority on public land 
they used as a playground (Doss 2012a: 264–265). Similarly in 2011 (after several 
incidents of vandalism) Louise Bourgeois’ Helping Hands, a public sculpture honor-
ing activist humanitarian Jane Addams, was removed from an open air site overlook-
ing Lake Michigan (where it had been installed in 1996) and re‐sited in Chicago 
Women’s Park and Gardens, a tastefully landscaped – and fenced‐in – location in the 
city’s Prairie Avenue Historic District (Doss 2012b).

Annie Coombs raises the “thorny question” of what to do with public art that com-
memorates “regimes that have been since discredited and disgraced” (2003: 19). In 
Berlin in 1991 a colossal 62‐foot red granite monument to Vladimir Lenin that 
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dominated a public square surrounded by Soviet era apartment buildings was removed, 
dismantled into 129 parts, and buried in a sandpit outside the city. The 2003 movie 
Good Bye Lenin! recounts its removal – one of over 800 statues of Lenin taken down 
in East Berlin alone following the collapse of communist regimes in Eastern Europe 
in 1989, and the reunification of Germany in 1990.

Sometimes disgraced examples of public art are re‐sited. In Zimbabwe memorials 
to South African diamond mine owner Cecil Rhodes were removed from public 
squares and re‐sited in national museums after the country formerly known as 
Rhodesia gained independence status in 1980. In Hungary and Russia public monu-
ments to former Soviet leaders have been relocated to Communist “theme parks.” 
Budapest’s Memento Park, designed by Hungarian architect Ákos Eleőd and adver-
tised as featuring “the biggest statues of the darkest dictatorship,” includes enormous 
stone and bronze sculptures of Lenin, Stalin, Marx, Engels, and various Hungarian 
Communist Party functionaries, alongside multiple allegorical tributes to Red Army 
soldiers and the workers’ militia.

However large its burden and ugly its crime, the historical memory embodied in 
once domineering and now discredited works of public art should not  –  and 
 cannot – be erased or denied: to do so is to deny its consequences. Removing these 
disgraced monuments and re‐siting them in museums and parks allows for revised 
considerations of their symbolic capital. Yet destroying them, and their ignoble mem-
ories, is often a preferred course of action.

Destruction

In 1989 the National Enquirer sponsored an “America’s Ugliest Tax‐Funded 
Sculpture” contest. The winner was Concord Heritage Gateway, also called Spirit Poles, 
a $400,000 public art project designed by Gary Rieveschl and commissioned by the 
City of Concord, California. Featuring 91 pointed aluminum poles ranging from 6‐ to 
50‐feet‐ tall and displayed in a rhythmic pattern, Spirit Poles was installed in 1989 in 
the median strip of a busy Concord street. Rieveschl aimed to celebrate the city’s dra-
matic postwar expansion (situated in the East Bay, Concord is part of Silicon Valley’s 
high‐tech sprawl) but locals found the sculpture intimidating and unattractive. When 
a local radio station conducted a “Save It Or Trash It” poll 85 percent of callers voted 
to “trash” Spirit Poles, many volunteering to take chainsaws and demolish it themselves 
(Doss 1995: 35–69). In 1999, after one of the poles fell during a windstorm, the 
Concord City Council voted to remove them all. Rieveschl sued, eventually receiving 
a cash settlement of $75,000 and surrendering his claim to the public art: in 2001 
Spirit Poles was demolished. Cut into pieces, each aluminum pole was recycled.

Mishaps, negligence, and intentional acts of annihilation all contribute to the 
 demolition and destruction of public art. In 2011 in Reidsville, North Carolina, a 
distracted driver plowed his Chevy van into the town’s 101‐year‐old Civil War monu-
ment, smashing to pieces its granite pillar and six‐foot marble statue of a Confederate 
soldier. (As in Selma, the destruction of this Confederate monument has flamed con-
tentious local debates about its replacement.) In 2012 in Evanston, Illinois, a public 
mural depicting scenes from local history was painted over after being mistaken for 
graffiti. Also in 2012 in Melbourne, Australia, an image of a parachuting rat by street 
artist Banksy was accidently destroyed when construction workers drilled through the 
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wall from the other side. Neglect also takes its toll. Vito Acconci’s Floor Clock II 
(1989; 72 feet in diameter), a public art timepiece with long metal hands that once 
swept over a circle of stone numbers, is virtually unrecognizable today. The hands 
went missing years ago and while the stones still serve as seats in the sculpture’s small 
“pocket” park location in downtown Chicago they are chipped and crumbling – often 
used as trash cans, clogged with cigarette butts, fast food boxes, and other detritus. 
Michael Heizer’s Effigy Tumuli (1985) has been similarly neglected. A series of five 
colossal earth mounds built on the site of a former strip mine near Ottawa, Illinois, 
Heizer’s public art project was never adequately maintained and today is mostly used 
as a nature preserve (Doss 1995: 113–155; Doss 2011). And Andrew Leicester’s 
public art project Paradise (1986), a courtyard designed for the interior of a maxi-
mum security prison in Cañon City, Colorado, was dismantled and destroyed after its 
upkeep was ignored.

These examples of neglect and destruction might have been avoided with clearly 
articulated policies and contracts for mandating public art’s maintenance and conser-
vation. In 1990 the Visual Artists Rights Act (VARA) was instituted, which grants 
artists certain rights of legal protection in terms of copyright, removal, and destruc-
tion. In 2008 public artist Kent Twitchell won a $1.1 million settlement when he 
successfully sued the US government and 11 other defendants for their destruction of 
a six‐story mural he had painted from 1978 to 1987 on the side of a public building 
in downtown Los Angeles.

Yet in some cases even public art policies cannot protect public art. Athena Tacha, 
who has completed 44 permanent public art projects since the 1970s, has seen seven 
of them destroyed through neglect, although each was contractually “guaranteed” 
maintenance and preservation. In 2012 her site specific project Green Acres (1985, 
Trenton, New Jersey) was slated for demolition but granted a last minute reprieve by 
Governor Chris Christie. Chris Drury’s Carbon Sink: What Goes Around Comes 
Around (2011; 36 feet in diameter), a temporary sculpture made of logs felled by pine 
beetles atop a recessed bed of Wyoming coal, was not so lucky. A critique of the con-
nections between coal mining, climate change, and the pine beetle infestation devas-
tating the Rocky Mountain region, Carbon Sink was commissioned by the University 
of Wyoming Art Museum and installed on the grounds of the Laramie campus. 
Outcry from state legislators, no doubt prompted by Wyoming energy companies 
(which fund close to 80 percent of the state’s budget), led to the sculpture’s removal 
and demolition one year earlier than contractually stipulated. Shortly thereafter 
Wyoming legislators amended their laws: in the future any public art referencing the 
state’s history of mining must gain the governor’s approval.

Public art is also often destroyed because of intolerance and misunderstanding. In 
1987 Alan Sonfist’s Time Landscape of St. Louis (1986), an environmental art project 
featuring indigenous Missouri trees and plants, was leveled by bulldozers at the behest 
of the head of the St. Louis Parks Department. In 2001 two colossal sixth‐century 
Buddhas carved into the cliffs of central Afghanistan’s Bamiyan Valley were oblite-
rated by members of the Taliban acting on an edict prohibiting non‐Islamic graven 
images. In 2012 two murals painted in Atlanta when the city hosted Living Walls (an 
annual gathering of street artists) were painted over after locals complained that the 
subjects – an alligator‐headed man with a serpentine tail painted by Pierre Roti, and 
sequential images of a woman appearing to disrobe painted by Hyuro – were “satanic” 
and “pornographic.”
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Public art’s destruction can have dangerous repercussions, of course, especially 
when art that embodies new ideas or different belief systems is demolished in order to 
repudiate those ideas and beliefs and the people who hold them. In this sense the 
cultural “cleansing” represented by public art’s destruction is intrinsically related to 
acts of social and political “cleansing.” As Robert Bevan explains in his discussion of 
Germany’s 1938 Kristallnacht and other highly symbolic acts of cultural vandalism 
and destruction: “The link between erasing any physical reminder of a people and its 
collective memory and the killing of the people themselves is ineluctable. The contin-
ued fragility of civilized society and decency is echoed in the fragility of its monu-
ments” (2006: 8).

Rethinking Public Art’s Permanence

Public art’s vulnerability, and the dilemma of its permanence, may be contested via 
legal avenues such as through the protection of VARA. In 2012 plans were 
announced to remove Alice Aycock’s Star Sifter (1999), a large two‐story public 
art sculpture located in Terminal 1 of New York’s JFK Airport, in order to make 
room for more airport food stands. Aycock protested and the removal was tempo-
rarily barred by a court order upholding the terms of her original contract, which 
stated that Star Sifter could be removed only if “required or necessary.” (Shortly 
thereafter, however, the piece was disassembled and re‐sited elsewhere in the air-
port.) In 2013 Richard Serra’s Shift (1972), a site specific installation originally 
located on several acres of farmland outside Toronto and later threatened by 
encroaching suburban development, was designated a site of “cultural heritage 
value” and thereby guaranteed protection from destruction or removal in perpetu-
ity under the Ontario Heritage Act. While these legal measures seek to ensure 
public art’s permanence, they also dispute its processual conditions by rendering it 
static and untouchable.

Some artists address public art’s potential destruction and disappearance by rethink-
ing their use of materials. Muralist Judy Baca now works with digital imaging and 
photo processing to design and install large outdoor wall murals, making use of new 
technologies that are adaptable to the real life conditions of fading and graffiti  tagging. 
Likewise confronting the cost and potential theft of bronze‐based sculptures, some 
public artists have switched to other materials such as polyester resin, fiberglass, con-
crete, plaster, and terra cotta. Rob Pruitt’s Andy Monument (2011), a statue of Andy 
Warhol that was commissioned by New York’s Public Art Fund and installed in Union 
Square for two years, was cast in fiberglass and coated in chrome. And Atlanta has 
replaced the bronze plaques that were stolen from the public art it commissioned for 
the 1996 Olympics with stainless steel signs that are not highly valued in the scrap 
metals market.

Perhaps the most efficacious solution to the dilemma of public art’s permanence is 
the temporary installation. Standard views that public art constitutes cultural prop-
erty, and is hence subject to the legal rights of protection accorded property into 
perpetuity, prohibit public art’s creative dynamics and discursive possibilities. 
Temporary public art projects override the “propertization” of public culture, 
encouraging artists and audiences alike to (re)visualize public spaces and places, and 
to rethink ideas about how art and its publics interact. As Patricia Phillips observes, 
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“the temporary in public art is not about an absence of commitment or involvement, 
but about an intensification and enrichment of the conception of public” (1992: 
304). Since 1999 London’s Fourth Plinth, an “empty” pedestal located on the 
northwest corner of Trafalgar Square, has hosted over a dozen temporary public art 
projects by artists including Rachel Whiteread, Marc Quinn, Antony Gormley, 
Elmgreen and Dragset, and Katharina Fritsch. Their limited duration (ranging from 
a few months to a year) inspires both innovative use of public space and materi-
als – problems of maintenance and conservation may be of less concern than design 
and materials issues  –  and robust conversations about public art, from questions 
about appropriate content to issues of symbolic capital. Quinn’s Alison Lapper 
Pregnant (2005–2007), a large marble sculpture depicting the English artist 
Paralympics icon who was born without arms and with shortened legs, was denounced 
as “disgusting” by some and championed by others (including Britain’s Disability 
Rights Commission). Gormley’s One and Other (2009) took the form of a “living 
monument,” with the plinth’s “uninterrupted occupation” for 100 days and nights 
by 2,400 individuals – including people who used their one‐hour occupations of the 
site to mount cultural, political and social critiques.

Krzysztof Wodiczko’s temporary projections similarly confront the dilemma of 
public art’s permanence. Since the early 1980s Wodiczko has developed a public art 
practice of projecting slides (and more recently videos) onto memorials and build-
ings, animating them with new symbolic meanings. His Bunker Hill Monument 
Projection (1998) projected images of anguished people holding photos of murdered 
children, parents and relatives onto a gigantic granite obelisk: the 221‐foot‐tall 
Bunker Hill Monument (dedicated in 1843), a revered tribute to the Revolutionary 
War and American ideals of dissent and freedom. Focusing on an epidemic of homi-
cides in Boston’s Charleston neighborhood, where a local “code of silence” prohib-
ited public expressions of grief and protest, Wodiczko temporarily transformed the 
Bunker Hill Monument’s plain gray façade to draw on its symbolic capital and prompt 
questions about contemporary civic values and social constraints. Grounded in a 
form of semiotic disobedience attuned to critical conversation rather than physical 
violation, Wodiczko’s transgressive projects encourage us to rethink normative 
understandings of public art as cultural property, and re‐imagine its discursive 
possibilities.

Public art’s permanence ultimately depends upon the degrees of responsibility that 
different publics are willing to extend, and sustain, on that art’s behalf. As this chapter 
demonstrates the maintenance, protection, and tolerance of public art is subject to 
shifting aesthetic tastes, revised historical attitudes, and fluctuating sociopolitical 
demands. Public art’s fundamentally processual conditions render it vulnerable to 
ever‐changing standards and beliefs  –  and hence to vandalism, removal, and 
destruction.
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